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Master the secrets behind video game production - from concept to completion - with these comprehensive tips and tricks from two accomplished, working game producers. Discover how to lead a team, communicate effectively, budget, schedule, staff, and design quality next-generation games. Producing Games walks you through every stage of the production process with a focus on the part the producer plays at each phase.

*What it takes to be an effective producer in the world of video games



*All the key roles in game development and how they relate to the game producer



*How to manage budgets, staff, schedules, and the overall vision of the project



*The secrets behind one of the most misunderstood roles in the gaming industry - including tips on communication and team leadership



*The art of managing management - their expectations and communication



*Maintain the vision of the game throughout the entire development process and how to save troubled projects 



*Companion website includes sample milestone schedules, a glossary, and more
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C# Cookbook, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
With C# Cookbook, 2nd Edition, you'll be able to learn and improve your mastery of both the C# language and the .NET platform.  This updated bestseller has been completely revised to account for C# 2.0, the latest version of this popular object-oriented programming language.  It also includes more...
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Process-Induced Food Toxicants: Occurrence, Formation, Mitigation, and Health RisksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A comprehensive look at analytical, health, and risk management issues
Process-Induced Food Toxicants provides a much-needed single-source reference on food process toxicants that also answers important food safety questions. The text presents currently known toxicants, and includes a balanced view, given by renowned experts in industry,...
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Artificial Intelligence. An International PerspectiveSpringer, 2009

	Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a rapidly growing inter-disciplinary field with a long and distinguished history that involves many countries and considerably pre-dates the development of computers. It can be traced back at least as far as Ancient Greece and has evolved over time to become a major subfield of computer science in general.
...
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Sex Magicians: The Lives and Spiritual Practices of Paschal Beverly Randolph, Aleister Crowley, Jack Parsons, Marjorie Cameron, Anton LaVey, and OthersDestiny Books, 2021

	An in-depth look at the lives and occult practices of 12 influential practitioners of sex magic from the 19th century to the present day

	

	• Explores the background and sexual magical beliefs of Paschal Beverly Randolph, Ida Craddock, Aleister Crowley, Maria de Naglowska, Austin Osman Spare, Julius Evola, Franz Bardon,...
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Google App InventorPackt Publishing, 2011

	Google App Inventor is from the Internet giant Google, home of the famous search engine. Google also develops the Android operating system found on smartphones and tablet computers from many manufacturers including HTC, Motorola, Samsung, and a growing
	host of others.


	In late breaking news as this book goes to press, Google and...
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Wireless Data Technologies Reference HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Wireless Technologies in general have been growing at a rate that out shadows the public advent of the Internet. Fueling the increased interest in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) is the relative and growing ease of availability of wireless Internet access for notebook computers, handhelds, such as the Palm and iPAQ's, and the increasingly...
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